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1. On the Frequency Response of Induction Ar-
rows

The induction frequency response of some analogue mod-
els shown in Chen, Dosso andKang (1997; hereafter referred
to as CDK), seems to be somewhat strange. The frequency
behaviour of the in-phase and quadrature Parkinson arrows,
shown infigures 2 and 4ofCDK, indicates that: 1) themagni-
tude of the in-phase arrow decreases rapidly with increasing
period, and becomes negligible when T = 30 min; 2) the
quadrature arrow does not change its sign in the studied in-
ducing period from 1 min to 90 min. In order to examine
the correctness of the experimental results for their models,
I have carried out some 3-D numerical modelling calcula-
tions using the finite difference method. I shall devide this
comment into two parts. The first part gives the numerical
results of an example, a model suggested by Wannamaker
et al. (1984) for demonstrating the applicability of the finite
difference method. The second part shows my numerical re-
sults for the elongated parallel conductors model mentioned
in CDK, indicating that their analogue result is suspect.

2. The 3-D Finite Difference Method
The outline of the 3-D finite difference method and the

detailed algorithm can be found in Chen (1985) and Chen
and Fung (1988). The accuracy obtained by our computer
programhas been tested bymaking calculations forWeidelt’s
model (Weidelt, 1975) and Ting andHohmann’smodel (Ting
and Hohmann, 1981). The comparisons of our numerical
results and their results are shown in the Appendix of Chen
andFung (1988). Another comparison forHohmann’smodel
(Hohmann, 1983) has also been carried out (Chen and Fung,
1989), and in that model the conductivity contrast is 200. All
the results obtained by different methods agree well for the
most part of the response curves.
Here I show another comparison with the third model con-

structed by Wannamaker et al. (1984). In the stated model
the conductive body is a plate-like feature 1 km thick at a
depth of 750 m, with the lower layer situated below 2250 m.
Its width is 5 km and its strike length is 60 km (see Fig. 1).
Themesh used in thismodel consists of 85,995 (91×35×27)
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grid points; the grid spacings in the central part of the model
are 0.25 km in the y-direction, 3.0 km in the x-direction, and
the grid spacings in the upper part of the z-direction are 0.25
km. My numerical results are shown in Fig. 2. Following
Wannamaker et al.’s notation Ho

zs is the scattered part of Hz

at the ground surface; Hyi is the incident source field. The
inducing frequency is 1.0 Hz. The solid lines in Fig. 2 are the
2-D traverse results. The 3-D numerical results of Ho

zs/|Ho
yi |

along the central traverse are almost the same as the 2-D re-
sults for the in-phase part, but the 3-D and 2-D results do
not agree well for the quadrature part (see Fig. 2a). Accord-
ingly, the 3-D and 2-D results of the quadrature induction
arrow do not agree well either (see Fig. 2b). Nevertheless,
it is worth noting that, if we reverse the signs both for ob-
taining the in-phase and quadrature arrows, the quadrature
Parkinson arrows in this example (T = 1 sec) point away
from the conductor. As a matter of fact, when T ≥ 7 sec, the
quadrature Parkinson arrows will change their directions; in
that case, they will point towards the conductor.

3. TheElongatedParallelConductorsModelwith-
out the Ocean

Figure 1 of CDK shows the structure of the model and
figure 2 of CDK shows the response of Vy (the response of
the elongated conductors without the ocean). There is a pair
of surface elongated conductors (3.6 S/m): both conductors’
lengths and thicknesses are 500 km and 5 km respectively,
the width is 20 km for conductor b and 5 km for conductor
a. The conductor separation distance (S) is 50 km. The
conductivity of the first layer is 6.25 × 10−4 S/m, and a
highly conductive layer (3.6 S/m) lies below 200 km. The
conductivity contrast in this model is very high. This high
contrast condition leads to the convergence of the iteration
process in FDM becoming very slow. However, this is not a
serious difficulty. I have examined the calculations by using
different grid spacings in the x-, y- and z-directions and
have proved that the iteration is convergent and the results
are stable. In this model calculations (note that the ocean is
absent here), the magnetic field components are calculated
in the X -polarization case for traverses in the y-direction.
It implies that the induction arrows are calculated simply
as Hz/Hy . This treatment is acceptable when Hx is much
smaller than Hy . As my understanding, CDK used the same
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Fig. 1. The model constructed by Wannamaker et al. (1984).

Fig. 2. The numerical results obtained by the 3-D finite difference method for the model described in Fig. 1. a) The vertical magnetic components Ho
zs/|Ho

yi |
along the central traverse; b) The induction arrows V along the central traverse (here both the real and imaginary arrows are not reversed in sign). The
solid lines are the 2-D results for comparison. The filled dots are the 3-D numerical results obtained by FDM.

definition as stated above (see the last three lines in page
1402 of CDK’s paper).
Figure 3 shows the frequency response of the in-phase and

quadrature Parkinson arrows along traverse T2 (30 km from
the ends of the conductors). The difference of the in-phase
arrows between the numerical and analogue results at longer
periods is very clear. The numerical results indicate that a
significant in-phase induction arrow can be found even at the
longer period of T = 60 min (see the solid lines in Fig. 3).
The dotted lines are the analogue results obtained by CDK
(reproduced from figure 2 of CDK’s paper).
The second point is that a characteristic period, about 5

min for conductor b, exists in the numerical results; outside
the conductor b (say 15 km outside the left interface of con-
ductor b) the quadrature induction arrow changes its sign
when the period passes the characteristic period. Similar be-
haviour can also be found for conductor a (outside the right
interface of conductor a). This behaviour is similar to that
in the 2-D case. In accordance with CDK’s definition, both

the real and imaginary arrows are reversed in sign for the
time varying field of the form exp(iωt). Therefore, at an
observation point beyond the interface (but not very near the
interface) of the conductor, the quadrature arrow points to-
wards the conductor at longer periods and points away from
the conductor at shorter periods. However, the sign change
in quadrature induction arrows is absent in CDK’s analogue
results.
Furthermore, let us see another comparison in order to

demonstrate clearly the discrepancy between the analogue
and numerical results. Figure 4 shows the period response
curves for S = 50 km at selected sites (−Y ) between the pair
of parallel conductors for the model shown in Fig. 3. The
solid lines in Fig. 4 are the numerical results and the dashed
lines are the analogue results (reproduced from figure 4 of
CDK). At sites (Y = −45 and −40 km) near conductor b,
the quadrature responses are positive at the very short peri-
ods (1 and 2 min) (see the solid lines) and are negative at
longer periods. However, the quadrature responses obtained
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Fig. 3. The in-phase and quadrature induction arrow Vy for T2 over the model of a pair of elongated conductors (without the ocean) for Wa = 5 km,
Wb = 20 km and S = 50 km. The solid lines are the numerical results. The dotted lines are the analogue results (reproduced from figure 2 of CDK’s
paper).

Fig. 4. The comparison of the frequency responses of the in-phase and quadrature arrows V at selected sites (−Y ) between the elongated parallel conductors
while the conductor separation distance is 50 km. The solid lines are the numerical results. The dashed lines are the analogue results (reproduced from
figure 4 of CDK’s paper).
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by CDK are negative at all periods at the stated sites (see the
dashed lines). Besides, the rapid decrease of the in-phase ar-
rows with increasing period does not appear in the numerical
results. On the contrary, a maximum magnitude of in-phase
arrows can be found when T is near the characteristic period.
This feature is also similar to that in the 2-D case.
Based on the results above, I consider that somethingmust

be wrong with the analogue measurements carried out by
CDK. The rapid decrease of the in-phase Parkinson arrow
with increasing period, shown in CDK, is suspect. The be-
haviour of the quadrature induction arrow, i.e. no sign change
can be found in CDK’s results, is also suspect.
In order to justify the FDM results shown here, I hope that

numerical modelling using other methods, such as the finite
element method, the integral method or the hybrid method,
of the model mentioned above can be carried out by other
workers in the near future.
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